EAST-WEST TIE
TRANSMISSION
PROJECT
THANK YOU

Connecting
Ontario’s Northwest

for attending this Open House
We want to hear from you

www.NextBridge.ca

Purpose
We are here to listen and provide
information about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Overview
Environmental Assessment and Leave to Construct
Processes
Draft Environmental Assessment Report Review
Results of Background Studies and Studies to Take
Place
Routing Considerations and Decisions
Maps of the Preferred Route and Preliminary Transmission Line Access and Construction Areas
Next Steps in the Environmental Assessment Process
First Nations and Métis Community and Public Engagement
Land and Property Matters

Project Overview
The new East-West Tie Transmission Project (the Project) is an approximately 446-km long doublecircuit 230-kilovolt transmission line connecting the Wawa Transformer Station (TS) and the
Lakehead TS in the Municipality of Shuniah near Thunder Bay, with a connection at the Marathon TS.
Hydro One Networks Inc. will be responsible for modifying each Transformer Station to
accommodate the new line.

Project Overview
Key Components Include:
•

•

–
Crossings
of
the
existing
EastRight-of-way (cleared area) typically up to 64 m
West
Tie
and
other
areas
(210 ft.) wide
•
Approx.
1,270
towers
– In addition to the existing East-West Tie
– Typical tower height of approx. 43 m (140 ft.)
right-of-way
– Typical span length (space between towers)
– Discussions continue regarding joint use of
of approx. 400 m (1,300 ft.)
the existing right-of-way and on-right-ofway roads
• The new line, in conjunction with the existing
East-West Tie, is anticipated to provide a total
Additional space may be required for:
eastbound
and
westbound
transfer
capabilities
– Conductor stringing and tensioning
on the order of 650 megawatts while respecting
– Water body crossings
all applicable reliability standards
– Angles in the route
• Expected to be in service in 2020
– Areas where long spans are required
– Locations with poor soil conditions that
dictate the use of longer anchors

Why We’re Here
The Scope of the Project
•

•

•
•
•
•

The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) awarded
NextBridge the privilege to develop the EastWest Tie Project
Development refers to completing the work
required to submit a Leave to Construct (LTC)
application and an Environmental Assessment
(EA)
The EA and LTC applications are being completed
at the same time
The Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change will make a decision on the EA
The OEB is responsible for approving the Project
When making this decision, the OEB considers
the interests of consumers with respect to prices
and the reliability and quality of electrical service

Transmission Development Process
OEB = Ontario Energy Board
IESO = Independent Electricity System Operator
MOECC = Ministry of Environment and Climate Change

Planning
Activities:
• Load forecasting
• Need identification
• Alternative analysis
• System studies
• Policy alignment

Key Participants
OPA*, IESO and Ministry of
Energy

Project Development
Activities:
• East-West Tie Designation
Process
• Engagement with;
• First Nations and Métis
communities
• Property owners, Ministries,
and local communities
• Environmental Assessment
• Preliminary engineering
• Routing and siting
• Detailed cost estimates
OEB, IESO, NextBridge Infrastructure,
and MOECC

Approval
Activities:
• Leave to Construct
approval
• Environmental
Assessment approval
• Other approvals as
required

OEB and MOECC

2010

Construction
Activities:
• Construction of
transmission line and
station facilities
• Commissioning

NextBridge Infrastructure
and Hydro One Networks Inc.

Source: IESO
* On January 1, 2015, the Ontario Power Authority (OPA) merged with the IESO to create a new organization that combines the
OPA and IESO mandates.

2020

Project Need
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Northwestern Ontario (the Northwest) is a large region with substantial resource development
and other growth potential
New and expanded industrial activities are expected to drive electricity demand growth in the
region in the coming decades
At the same time, recent changes to the electricity supply in the region, including the transition
away from coal-fired generation, meaning there is a need to ensure reliable and adequate
electricity supply in the next 10-20 years and for decades to come
The Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO), formerly the Ontario Power Authority, is
responsible for long-term electricity planning in the province
Currently, the IESO forecasts a need for around 150 megawatts (MW) of new supply in the
Northwest by 2020, with additional supply needed over the subsequent decade
To meet this need, the IESO has recommended development of the East-West Tie Expansion
Project
In March 2016 construction of the Project was declared needed as a priority project by Order in
Council 326/2016

NextBridge Infrastructure*
Three strong partners in the energy sector

NextEra Energy Canada, LP stands out as a leader in producing electricity from clean and renewable resources
and is among the Canada’s most disciplined competitive power generators.
•
Our company derives 100 percent of its electricity from generating facilities using clean or renewable fuels,
such as the wind and sun, and operates across Canada
•
NextEra Energy Canada is focused on future development in Ontario and other provinces
•
Have two photovoltaic (PV) solar facilities, as well as 12 wind facilities currently operating in Canada
•
NextEra Energy Resources is part of NextEra Energy, Inc. More than 95 percent of NextEra Energy, Inc.’s
electricity is derived from clean or renewable sources including wind, solar, natural gas and nuclear energy
Enbridge Inc., a Canadian company, exists to fuel people's quality of life, and has done so for more than 65 years.
•
A North American leader in delivering energy, Enbridge has been ranked on the Global 100 Most
Sustainable Corporations index for the past seven years
•
Enbridge has interests in more than 2,200 megawatts of net renewable and alternative generating capacity,
and continues to expand into wind, solar and geothermal power
•
Enbridge employs approximately 10,000 people, primarily in Canada and the U.S., and is ranked as one of
Canada's Top Employers for 2016
Borealis Infrastructure invests globally in infrastructure assets on behalf of the OMERS pension plan.
•
Investments are aimed at generating superior, risk-adjusted returns to help deliver strong and sustainable
pensions to OMERS members
•
Borealis Infrastructure's diversified portfolio of large-scale infrastructure assets exhibits stability and strong
cash flows, in sectors including energy, transportation and government-regulated services
•
Founded in 1962, OMERS is one of Canada's largest defined benefit pension plans, with more than C$77
billion in net assets as of December 31, 2015
*NextBridge Infrastructure is also known as Upper Canada Transmission Inc.

Project Timeline
2010

Ontario Power Authority identifies the Project

2011

Minister of Energy asks the Ontario Energy Board to undertake a designation
process to select a transmitter to develop the Project

2012

Ontario Energy Board asks for bids to develop a new corridor in Ontario’s
Northwest

2013

NextBridge selected as the designated transmitter

2014

Terms of Reference for Environmental Assessment Approved

2016

Ontario declares that the construction of the Project is needed as a priority
project

2014-2017

Environmental Assessment

2017

Leave to Construct Application

2018-2020

Construction

2020

In-Service

Environmental Assessment Overview
Overview

• Requirement under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act
• Approach consistent with approved Terms of Reference

Important Planning Tool and
Process

• Identifies potential effects and benefits
of the Project on the environment
• Identifies direct, indirect and
cumulative effects
• Identifies how to avoid or minimize
potential effects or enhance benefits
(e.g., through Project design or other
mitigation measures)
• Promotes responsible environmental
decision-making

Alternative Route Assessment
Identification of a Preferred Route
Background

• The Reference Route adjacent to or beside the existing
East-West Tie was identified by the Ontario Energy
Board and Independent Electricity System Operator
• Alternative Routes around certain federal lands
(Pukaskwa National Park and First Nation reserves)
identified in the approved Terms of Reference
• Assessment of additional alternative route segments
requested by the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry and other stakeholders
• Criteria and indicators for the Alternative Route
Assessment were identified in the approved Terms of
Reference and during the second round of public Open
Houses

Results

• The Preferred Route is adjacent to
or beside the existing East-West Tie
with two main exceptions:
1. Around Pukaskwa National Park
2. Around Loon Lake and Dorion to
the west of Ouimet Canyon
• NextBridge will continue
considering local route refinements
to avoid environmentally sensitive
features and address technical
considerations

Project Description for Effects Assessment
Purposes
Construction, Operation and Maintenance of a Transmission System
Main Project Components

Main Project Activities

•

•

•
•

Overhead, 446 km, double circuit, 230-kV
transmission line
Up to 64 m (210 ft.) wide right-of-way
Construction camps, laydown yards, storage yards
and access roads

Example Construction Camp

•
•
•
•
•

Clearing for permanent and temporary Project
components
Operation of construction camps
Foundation installation
Erection of transmission towers and stringing of lines
Testing and commissioning
Operation and maintenance

Example of Construction Clearing for
a Transmission Line

Lakehead Transformer Station

Environmental Assessment Method
•

•

•

The Environmental Assessment considers the
effects of the Project by:
– Predicting effects, focusing on areas of
Project interaction with the environment
– Proposing mitigation measures to avoid or
minimize adverse effects
– Considering cumulative effects
The Environmental Assessment is focused on
aspects of the environment that are considered
important (e.g., species at risk). These are called
“criteria”
An environmental monitoring program has been
proposed to verify predicted effects and confirm
the effectiveness of mitigation measures, as
necessary

Environmental Assessment Method
Overview and Approach
Spatial Boundaries and Assessment Cases
Study Areas are Specific to Criteria
•
•

Local Study Areas allow for assessment of predicted direct
and indirect Project-specific effects
Regional Study Areas allow for assessment of cumulative
effects

Three Assessment Cases will be Considered in
the Environmental Assessment
1. Base Case: existing conditions without consideration of the
Project
2. Project Case: Base Case plus the Project, which provides
the incremental effects from the Project
3. Reasonably Foreseeable Development Case: includes Base
Case, Project Case, and projects that are reasonably
foreseeable

Summary of Environmental Assessment
Results
Physical Environment

Geology, Terrain and Soils
•

negligible net effects

Surface Water
•

negligible net effects

Groundwater
•

net effects are predicted to be not
significant

Air Quality
•

negligible net effects

Greenhouse Gases
•

negligible net effects

Acoustic Environment
•

negligible net effects

Summary of Environmental Assessment
Results
Biological Environment

Vegetation and Wetlands
•

net effects are predicted to be not
significant

Fish and Fish Habitat
•

negligible net effects

Summary of Environmental Assessment
Results
Biological Environment

Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat
•

•

combined net effects on woodland
caribou and little brown myotis (bat
species) are predicted to be
significant despite the small
incremental changes caused by the
Project
net effects on other assessed
species are predicted to be not
significant

Summary of Environmental Assessment
Results
Socio-Economic Environment
Archaeological Resources
•

negligible net effects

Indigenous Current Use of Lands and Resources for Traditional Purposes
•

negligible net effects

Socio-Economics
•

net effects on services and infrastructure are predicted to be not significant; negligible net
effects on temporary accommodation and community well-being

Cultural Heritage Resources
•

negligible net effects

Non-Traditional Land and Resource Use
•

negligible net effects

Visual Environment
•

net effects are predicted to be not significant

Human Health
•

negligible net effects

Next Steps
Environmental Assessment Approval
•
•
•

Draft EA review period ends February 28, 2017
– Comments received during the review period will be considered for the Final EA report
Final EA Report to be filed with the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change in May
2017
NextBridge is planning additional fieldwork and completion of other studies in support of
environmental permitting

Leave to Construct Approval
•

NextBridge must file a Leave to Construct application with the Ontario Energy Board
– The OEB reviews the material and provides an opportunity for interested parties, including
First Nations and Métis communities, to provide input relevant to its jurisdiction
– The OEB considers the impacts that the Project may have on consumers with respect to
prices, as well as matters that concern the reliability and quality of electricity service. The
OEB will approve projects they consider to be in the public interest

Public Work Class EA
Proposed Undertakings on Ontario Ministry of Infrastructure Lands
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Infrastructure Ontario (IO) will be involved in the EA review process
The Ontario Ministry of Infrastructure (MOI) will be required to undertake realty activities
(disposing, granting an easement and licenses) in support of the Project
The preferred route crosses approximately 22 MOI owned land parcels which are administered by
IO
A Public Work Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) approval must be granted by IO for realty
activities on lands owned, operated or managed by IO
The current Class EA process was established in October 2012 under the Environmental Assessment
Act
NextBridge is working with IO to meet Class EA requirements, and anticipates many of the
activities undertaken to support the EA for the Project will fulfill those requirements, including the
Aboriginal Duty to Consult
Additional activities to meet MOI due diligence requirements will also be undertaken, which may
include Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessments and archaeological studies

Tower Design

Structural Analysis -- Tower Detailing --Prototype Fabrication --Tower Testing

Tower Locations
Structure Spotting
•

Structures are being spotted on the proposed transmission line alignment to minimize natural
environment, socio-economic, and technical impacts

•

Guyed “Y” tangent structures will be used where practical

•

Self-supporting tangent structures may be used in locations where environmental or
topographical constraints exist

•

All strain and deadend structure types will be self-supporting towers
Structure types and locations will be adjusted as necessary to:
•
•
•

Comply with strength limitations related to designed wind and weight span
Avoid other Project constraints applicable to each specific location
Meet appropriate electrical clearances

Electric and Magnetic Fields
What is EMF?
• EMF is an abbreviation for “electric and magnetic fields” or “electromagnetic field.” EMF results
from all uses of electricity
• When an electric device is plugged into a working socket, there is an electric field around the
device and its cord, even if the device is turned off
• When the device is turned on, there is also a magnetic field around the device and its cord
• The levels of EMF drop off rapidly with distance from source
There is no compelling scientific evidence that EMFs in living and school environments, regardless of distance from transmission lines, cause ill health.
Health Canada – Electric and Magnetic Fields from Power Lines and Electrical Appliance
“The vast majority of scientific research to date does not support a link between ELF [extremely low frequency] magnetic field exposure and human
cancers. Health Canada does not consider that any precautionary measures are needed regarding daily exposures to EMF at ELF. There is no conclusive
evidence of any harm caused by exposures at levels found in Canadian homes and schools, including those located just outside the boundaries of
power line corridors.”
World Health Organization – About Electromagnetic Fields
“Despite the feeling of some people that more research needs to be done, scientific knowledge in this area is now more extensive than for most
chemicals. Based on a recent in-depth review of the scientific literature, the WHO concluded that current evidence does not confirm the existence of
any health consequences from exposure to low level electromagnetic fields.”
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Engagement Commitment
Community Relations
•

•

First Nations and Métis Relations

NextBridge engages stakeholders in any
•
project it develops through honest, regular
and open communication, seeking and
respecting each party’s input
•
We are committed to timely and meaningful
dialogue with stakeholders, including
governments, regulators, property owners,
and interested members of the public, and
believe that this input will be critical to a
successful Project that seeks to address the
needs of those involved

NextBridge is committed to working with First
Nations and Métis communities to provide
sustainable benefits to those communities
NextBridge considers the participation of First
Nations and Métis communities to be an
essential component of successful
transmission projects in Northern Ontario

Consultation and Engagement
Proposed Upcoming Activities

• We encourage participation at every step of
this Project
• NextBridge is available to respond to questions
and discuss the Project with interested parties
throughout the life of the Project

•
•
•
•
•

Public Open Houses
Newsletters and Notices
Website updates
Indigenous Open Houses
Review of Environmental Assessment
documents

Our Previous Consultation and Engagement Activities Included:
•
•

•

Notifying property owners along the preferred route and
alternatives and establishing contact
Contacting directly affected property owners and Crown
interest holders within the proposed corridor and along the
preferred route to obtain access to lands for preliminary
survey and study activities
Developing a Project contact list and notifying elected
officials, municipal staff, agencies and other key stakeholders

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Placing ads in the local newspapers
Initiating discussions with First Nations and Métis
communities
Hosting three rounds of public Open Houses
Preparing and distributing notices and newsletters
Establishing a website and toll-free Project hotline
Responding to inquiries
Attending a public Town Hall meeting in the Township of
Dorion
Attending a Loon Lake community meeting
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Indigenous Relations Activities
•

In November 2013, the Crown signed a Memorandum of Understanding with NextBridge
clarifying the roles and responsibilities of the Crown and NextBridge with respect to
consultation of the Indigenous Communities on the Project

•

NextBridge responsible for undertaking thorough and well-documented consultation efforts
with 18 Indigenous communities identified by the Crown

•

NextBridge has engaged with all 18 communities and has provided information on the
Environmental Assessment, along with other Project-based activities

•

Along with rights-based Consultation, NextBridge has signed a commercial term sheet with
six First Nations along the proposed route to provide economic participation in the Project
• Fort William First Nation
• Red Rock Indian Band
• Pays Plat First Nation

•
•
•

Pic Mobert First Nation
Ojibways of Pic River
Michipicoten First Nation
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Land and Property Matters
•

NextBridge will engage property owners in an
open and respectful manner, with a
commitment to timely, meaningful and
transparent dialogue as it relates to
compensation

•

It is NextBridge's objective to acquire land rights
for the Project by negotiating mutually
acceptable agreements with property owners

•

NextBridge is confident that a positive outcome can be achieved by applying comprehensive and
fair compensation principles, thereby avoiding potentially lengthier, less flexible and less certain
outcomes associated with legislated expropriation procedures

•

Land Agents will be contacting affected property owners and interest holders to discuss
Compensation Principles and Forms of Agreement

Land and Property Matters
Compensation and Acquisition Principles
•
•
•

Compensation payable to property owners
and Crown interest holders
Method for establishing Fair Market Value
Components of compensation including; per
acre value and potential incentives, injurious
affection, timber loss, and construction
damages

•
•
•

Current Activities
•
•

Land optioning and permitting program
underway
Land Agents in the field consulting and
negotiating agreements with property owners,
Crown interest holders, and Ministries on the
preferred route and the preliminary
construction and access plans

Forms of Agreement
Reimbursement of legal and independent
appraisal fees
Mandatory Buy-Out Principle and approach

•

Land Agents will continue to set appointments
with property owners to discuss the Land
Optioning and Permitting Program and
associated Compensation Principles

•

Land Agents will be available to provide
additional information and address concerns
property owners may have

Thank You!
ON BEHALF OF THE PROJECT TEAM,
THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING THIS OPEN HOUSE.
Please remember to fill out a comment form before you go.

Input is always welcome and is important to us.
If you have any questions or concerns, or require further information regarding this Project, please
contact:
Jennifer Tidmarsh, Project Director
NextBridge Infrastructure
Email: info@NextBridge.ca
Project Hotline: 1-888-767-3006
Be sure to visit the Project website for updates:
www.NextBridge.ca

